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Indian Government And Politics 8th
Saturday's record of 4,187 deaths takes India's official death toll from the virus to nearly 240,000, although the true figure is believed to be much higher.
India's daily Covid death toll tops more than 4,000 for first time as cases surge across the virus-ravaged country and two more states go into lockdown
Two southern states in India became the latest to declare lockdowns, as coronavirus cases surge at breakneck speed across the country and pressure mounts on Prime Minister Narendra Modi's government ...
India's surge hits southern states, prompts more lockdowns
A top science adviser is warning India's government to prepare for a third and more devastating coronavirus wave, even as the country saw a record 412,000 new cases reported in 24 hours. Washington ...
India breaks its COVID record as concerns arise over the government downplaying the crisis
While hospitals plead for life-saving oxygen and Covid-19 patients die in their thousands, India's Prime Minister Narendra Modi is pushing ahead with a $1.8 billion parliamentary revamp -- including a ...
Modi presses ahead with $1.8 billion parliament renovation even as Covid-19 ravages India
Karnataka’s capital, Bengaluru, has the highest active caseload at more than 300,000, but experts warn that the worst is still to come.
India declares more lockdowns as Covid surge hits southern states
India congressional leader Rahul Gandhi told Prime Minister Narendra Modi Friday that the government's lack of a clear COVID-19 mitigation and vaccination strategy "has placed India in a highly ...
Rahul Gandhi: COVID-19 failures have caused 'needless suffering' in India
Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi faces growing pressure to impose a strict nationwide lockdown, despite the economic pain it will exact ...
Pressure rises for India lockdown; surge breaks record again
The key to success and the illusion of failure 5. Big government Jacksonians 6. Tragically effective: the administration of Indian removal 7. Public administration, politics, and Indian removal: ...
Indian Affairs and the Administrative State in the Nineteenth Century
Rahul Gandhi, the leader of India's main opposition, has warned that the country's second wave is a threat to the world because it provides a breeding ground for new virus variants.
India Covid: Second wave 'will devastate the world if not brought under control'
China lighting a fire versus India lighting a fire”, the caption said. In an earlier post, the commission noted that a crematorium for dogs in New Delhi had been transformed into a human crematorium.
China should take government trolls to task, after recent fiasco with India
More than a year into the COVID-19 pandemic, India is being crushed by a new surge of infections that is shattering global records.
Why India's coronavirus situation is so bad, according to experts
Health officials need not look beyond Indian politicians campaigning among ... It's a shocking dereliction of duty by those in government and the ruling class but their sins will be forgotten ...
Rising infections in India: Blame it on political class
Hopes that India's rampaging second wave of COVID-19 is peaking were set back on Thursday as record daily infections and deaths were reported and as the virus spread from cities to villages that were ...
COVID-19 spreads to rural India, villages ill-equipped to fight it
WHO says India accounted for 46 percent of global cases and 25 percent of global deaths reported in the past week.
India posts record daily COVID deaths, 1 in 4 globally last week
Shiv Sena MP Sanjay Raut on Thursday claimed "dirty politics" was being played out to destabilise the Maha Vikas Aghadi (MVA) government in Maharashtra and asserted that such attempts will not ...
'Dirty politics' on to destabilise Maha Vikas Aghadi government in Maharashtra: Sanjay Raut
India reported 259,170 new cases and 1,761 deaths over a 24-hour period on Tuesday, according to government data. It is the sixth day in a row that India's daily case count exceeded 200,000 while ...
India reports over 200,000 daily new cases for the sixth consecutive day
A Chinese dissident and former Communist Party insider is speaking out against Beijing after a government agency mocked the surge in COVID-19 cases in India on social media. Cai Xia, a former ...
Ex-Communist Party insider blasts Beijing after mockery of India's pandemic
Welcome to The Political Fix ... around the country for the government to halt exports and vaccinate Indians first. Those demands have been criticised by the All India People’s Science Network ...
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